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By establishing the asymptotic normality for the kernel smoothing estimator ; n
of the parametric components ; in the partial linear model Y=X $;+ g(T )+=,
P. Speckman (1988, J. Roy. Statist. Soc. Ser. B 50, 413456) proved that the usual
parametric rate n&12 is attainable under the usual ‘‘optimal’’ bandwidth choice
which permits the achievement of the optimal nonparametric rate for the estimation
of the nonparametric component g. In this paper we investigate the accuracy of the
normal approximation for ; n and find that, contrary to what we might expect, the
optimal BerryEsseen rate n&12 is not attainable unless g is undersmoothed, that
is, the bandwidth is chosen with faster rate of tending to zero than the ‘‘optimal’’
bandwidth choice.  1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the following partial linear model
Y=Y {;+ g(T )+=, (1.1)
where (X, T ) # R p_R1 is a vector of explanatory variables, ; is a p-dimen-
sional vector of unknown parameters, g is an unknown smooth function of
T, = is the random error with mean 0 and variance _2>0, = and (X, T ) are
independent. In recent years this model has drawn considerable attention.
See Engle et al. [7], Cuzick [5, 6], Chen and Shiau [3], and Wahba [17]
among others. Preliminary interest is in estimating the parameter ;, in
presence of the nuisance (infinite dimensional) parameter g, with the usual
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parametric rate n&12. The first approach is so called partial spline smooth-
ing proposed in Engle et al. [7] and Wahba [17] and further investigated
by Heckman [9] and Rice [15]. A surprising result shown in Rice [15]
is that this approach can not attain the n&12 rate for the estimation of ;
unless X and T are uncorrelated or the nonparametric component g is
undersmoothed, indicating that the n&12 parametric rate for the estimation
of ; and the optimal nonparametric rate for the estimation of g are not
simultaneously attainable in this approach. So far several approaches have
been proposed to overcome this problem of undersmoothing, which include
Chen [1] with a kind of pointwise polynomial approximation, Speckman
[16] with the kernel smoothing, Hong [10] with the nearest neighbor
method, Chen and Shiau [2] with a two-stage spline smoothing, and
Eubank et al. [8] with a trigonometric series approximation.
Let [Xi=(Xi1 , ..., X ip){, T i , Yi] be iid observations from the model (1.1),
i.e.,
Yi=X {i ;+ g(Ti)+=i , i=1, ..., n, (1.2)
where [=i , 1in] are iid random errors with E=1=0, E=21=_
2>0, and
are independent of [(Xi , Ti), 1in]. Let
X=(X1 , ..., Xn){, Y=(Y1 , ..., Yn){,
wni (t)=K((t&Tk)h) :
n
k=1
K((t&Tk)h), 1in,
where K is a kernel function and h=hn>0 is the bandwidth. The kernel
smoothing estimator proposed in Speckman [16] has the form
; =(X {X )&1 X {Y ,
where X =(I&Wn) X and Y =(I&Wn) Y, I is the n_n identity matrix and
Wn=(wnj (Ti)). Using ; n , one can define the following estimators of g(t)
and _2, respectively,
g^n(t)= :
n
i=1
wni (t)(Yi&X {i ; n), (1.3)
_^2n=
1
n
:
n
i=1
(Y i&X {i ; n)
2. (1.4)
Speckman [16] proved the asymptotic normality (hence - n-consistency)
of ; n for the usual ‘‘optimal’’ bandwidth choice under which the optimal
nonparametric convergence rate for g^n(t) is achieved. Hong and Cheng
[14] established the laws of the iterated logarithm (hence strong rate
(n log log n)&12) for ; n and _^2n under the same bandwidth choice.
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An important problem associated with asymptotic normality is its nor-
mal approximation rate. It is more interesting in the semiparametric setting
because the estimation of the finite dimensional parameter of interest
involves handling an infinite dimensional nuisance parameter, and we want
to know if this involvement has any impact on the accuracy of the normal
approximation. The aim of this paper is to obtain the best possible normal
approximation rates for ; n and its studentized version. Our results show
that, contrary to what we might expect, the optimal BerryEsseen rate
n&12 is not attainable unless the nonparametric component g is under-
smoothed, that is, the bandwidth h is chosen with faster rate of tending to
zero than the usual ‘‘optimal’’ bandwidth choice. Suppose that g(t) and
E(X1 | T1=t) are twice continuously differentiable, then the optimal rate
n&12 is achieved only when htn&14, while the usual ‘‘optimal’’ bandwidth
choice htn&15 leads to much slower normal approximation rate n&310.
Our main results are presented in Section 2. Technical lemmas and the
proofs of the results are presented in Section 3.
2. MAIN RESULTS
We need the following assumptions. Let S denote the support of T1 .
(C1) The density r(t) of T1 is continuously differentiable and
inf r(t)>0 for all t # S.
(C2) The kernel function K is a density, K(0)>0, and
| uK(u) du=0, a2=| u2K(u) du<.
(C3) g(t) and each component of the vector m(t)=(m1(t), ..., mp(t)){
] E(X1 | T1=t) are twice continuously differentiable on S.
(C4) 7 ] COV(X1&E(X1 | T1))>0, supt # S E(&X1&4 | T1=t)C,
and E |=1|3<.
(C5) nh4C>0 and nh8=o(1) as n  .
Denote
G=(g(T1), ..., g(Tn)){, M=(m(T1), ..., m(Tn)){,
Bn=
1
n
7&1M {(I&Wn){ (I&Wn) G,
B=\a22 +
2
7&1 | m"(t) g"(t) r(t) dt,
where m"(t)=(m"1(t), ..., m"p(t)){.
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Theorem 2.1. Suppose that Conditions (C1)(C5) hold. Then we have
for any p-dimensional vector :{0
sup
x }P {
- n :{(; n&;&Bn)
- _2:{7&1:
<x=&8(x) }=O(n&12), (2.1)
sup
x }P {
- n :{(; n&;)
- _2:{7&1:
<x=&8(x)+,(x) :
{B
- _2:{7&1:
- n h4 }
=o(- n h4)+O(n&12), (2.2)
where 8 is the standard normal distribution and , is the standard normal
density.
To get the studentized version of Theorem 2.1, we need the following
slightly stronger versions of Conditions (C4) and (C5).
(C4)$ 7>0, supt # S E(&X1&6 | T1=t)C, and E |=1|6<.
(C5)$ nh4C>0 and nh8 log n=O(1) as n  .
Theorem 2.2. Suppose that Conditions (C1)(C3), (C4)$, and (C5)$
hold. Then (2.1) and (2.2) remain true when _2 and 7&1 are replaced by their
consistent estimators _2n and 7
&1
n , respectively, where _
2
n is as in (1.4) and
7n=(1n) X {X .
Remark 2.1. Since - n h4Cn&12 for h satisfying Condition (C5),
above theorems indicate that the best possible normal approximation rate
for ; n is - n h4. Therefore, the optimal BerryEsseen rate n&12 is achieved
only when htn&14. The usual ‘‘optimal’’ bandwidth choice htn&15 yields
much slower normal approximation rate n&310. Since the usual data-driven
bandwidth choice is asymptotically equivalent to the ‘‘optimal’’ choice
(Hong [11]), this result may imply that ; n with the data-driven bandwidth
choice will not achieve the optimal BerryEsseen rate n&12. This claim is
confirmed recently in Hong [12] where ; n is also modified so that the
optimal BerryEsseen rate n&12 is achievable for the data-driven
bandwidth choice.
Remark 2.2. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 can be easily extended to the case
where g and m are k th continuously differentiable by using a kernel func-
tion of order k (k>2). In this case, the optimal BerryEsseen rate n&12
can only be attained by choosing htn&12k, while the ‘‘optimal’’ band-
width choice htn&1(2k+1) yields suboptimal normal approximation rate
n&(2k&1)2(2k+1).
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3. LEMMAS AND PROOFS
In this section, C always denotes a generic constant which may differ at
each appearance. Denote N(t)=ni=1 K((t&Ti)h).
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that Conditions (C1) and (C2) hold and that h  0
and nh  . Then we have for any a>0, t # S and k1
E(a+N(t))&k=(r(t) nh)&k (1+o(1)). (3.1)
Proof. It is easy to see that for any t # S
EN(t)=r(t) nh(1+o(1)) and VarN(t)Cnh.
Hence it follows from Bernstein’s inequality that for any small =>0
P[ |N(t)&EN(t)|=EN(t)]
exp[&(=EN(t))22(VarN(t)+CEN(t))]
exp[&Cnh].
Therefore
E(a+N(t))&ka&kP[N(t)(1&=) EN(t)]+(a+(1&=) EN(t))&k
a&k exp[&Cnh]+(1+=)(r(t) nh)&k
(1+2=)(r(t) nh)&k,
E(a+N(t))&k(a+(1+=) EN(t))&k P[N(t)(1+=) EN(t)]
(1&=)(r(t) nh)&k(1&P[N(t)(1+=) EN(t)])
(1&2=)(r(t) nh)&k.
Equation (3.1) then follows.
Lemma 3.2. Suppose that Condition (C4) and the conditions of
Lemma 3.1 hold. Let Sn be either Wn or W {nWn . Denote Un=Sn(X&M )
and Vn=(1n)(X&M ){ Sn(X&M ). Let Unkj be the (k, j) th entry of Un and
Vnij the (i, j) th entry of Vn . Then there is a constant C>0 such that for all
large n
E(Unkj)2C(nh)&1, 1kn, 1 jp, (3.2)
E(Vnij)2C(nh)&2, 1i, jp. (3.3)
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Proof. We only prove for Sn=W {nWn . The proof for Sn=Wn is similar
and much simpler. First consider (3.2). The (k, l ) th entry of W {n Wn
(X&M ) is
Unkl= :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
wnk(Tj) wni (Tj) $ il .
Where $il is the (i, l ) th entry of X&M. Since $il , 1in, are iid and
E($il | Ti)=0, we have
EU 2nkl = :
n
i=1
E _\ :
n
j=1
wnk(Tj) wni (Tj)+
2
E($2il | Ti)&
 :
n
i=1
:
n
j1=1
:
n
j2=1
E[wnk(Tj1) wnk(Tj2) wni (Tj1) wni (Tj2)]
 :
n
i=1
:
n
j1=1
:
n
j2=1
E __
K((Tj1&Tk)h) K((Tj2&Tk)h)
_K((Tj1&Ti)h) K((Tj2&Ti)h)&
(K(0)+N$(Tj1))
2 (K(0)+N$(T j2))
2 &
] :
n
i=1
:
n
j1=1
:
n
j2=1
Ek(i, j1 , j2), (3.4)
where N$(t)=$ K((t&Tl)h), $ denoting the summation over l from 1 to
n exclusive of i, j1 and j2 . Now we claim that for given k, if there are j
distinct indices among (i, j1 , j2 , k), then the corresponding term
Ek(i, j1 , j2)C(nh)&4 h j&1, 1 j4, (3.5)
which and (3.4) then imply (3.2). It remains to verify (3.5). Consider the
case j=4, i.e., when i{ j1 { j2 {k. By Lemma 3.1 and Condition (C2)
Ek(i, j1 , j2)=h3 | E _ K(v1) K(v1&u1) K(u2+v2) K(v2)(K(0)+N$(u1))2 (K(0)+N$(u1&u2h))2&
_r(u1) r(u1&u2 h) r(u1&v1h)
_r(u1&(v1+v2) h) u1 du2 dv1 dv2
Ch3(nh)&4.
Similar arguments lead to (3.5) for each of the cases 1 j3.
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As for (3.3), we have by the Cauchy inequality that
E(Vnij)2=
C
n2
E _ :
1k1 , k2n
\ :
n
l=1
wnl (Tk1) wnl (Tk2)+ $k1 i $k2 j&
2

C
n2
:
n
k=1
E \ :
n
l=1
w2nl (Tk)+
2
+
C
n2
:
1k1{k2n
E \ :
n
l=1
wnl (Tk1) wnl (Tk2)+
2
+
C
n2
:
1k1{k2n
E _\ :
n
l=1
w2nl (Tk1)+\ :
n
l=1
w2nl (Tk2)+& (3.6)
Cn&1 :
n
k=1
E \ :
n
l=1
w2nl (Tk)+
2
=Cn&1 :
n
k=1
:
n
l1=1
:
n
l2=1
E(w2nl1(Tk) w
2
nl2
(Tk)). (3.7)
It is similar to (3.5) that if there are j distinct indices among (k, l1 , l2), then
E(w2nl1(Tk) w
2
nl2
(Tk))C(nh)&4 h j&1, 1 j3,
which, together with (3.7). Leads to (3.3).
Lemma 3.3. Suppose that f (t) is twice continuously differentiable on S.
Let fni be the i th component of (I&Wn) F where F=( f (T1), ..., f (Tn)){.
Suppose that Conditions (C1) and (C2) hold and that h  0 and nh3  .
Then we have for 1in and k=2, 4
Ef kni=(a2 2)
k h2k | ( f "(t))k r(t) dt+o(h2k).
Proof. We only consider k=2. An analogous, though more tedious,
argument will lead to the case k=4. We have
Ef 2ni = :
1s1{s2n
E[wns1(Ti) wns2(Ti)(g(Ti)& g(Ts1))( f (Ti)& f (Ts2))]
+ :
n
s=1
E[w2ns(Ti)( f (Ti)& f (Ts))]
2
] Rn1+Rn2 .
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For 1s1 {s2 {in, denote N$(t)=l{s1 , s2, i K((t&Tl)h). Then
Rn1 = :
s1{s2
E _ _
|K((Ti&Ts1)h) K((Ti&Ts2)h)
_( f (T i)& f (Ts1))( f (Ti)& f (Ts2))|&
(K(0)+K((Ti&Ts1)h)+K((Ti&Ts2)h)+N$(Ti))
2&
=n(n&1) h2 | E _K(u) K(v)( f (t)& f (t&uh))( f (t)& f (t&vh))(K(0)+K(u)+K(v)+N$(t))2 &
_r(t) r(t&uh) r(t&vh) dt du dv. (3.8)
Write
rn(t, u, v)=K(u) K(v)( f (t)& f (t&uh))( f (t)& f (t&vh)) r(t&uh)
_r(t&vh).
It is easily seen by Taylor expansion that for any t # S
| rn(t, u, v) du dv=(a2 2)2 ( f "(t) r(t))2 h4(1+o(1)), (3.9)
| |rn(t, u, v)| du dvC( f $(t) r(t))2 h2. (3.10)
On the other hand, we have
E(K(0)+K(u)+K(v)+N$(t))&1
=E _(K(0)+N$(t))&2 \1+ K(u)+K(v)K(0)+N$(t)+
&2
&
=E _(K(0)+N$(t))&2 \1&22 K(u)+K(v)K(0)+N$(t)+& , (3.11)
where |2|<1. It now follows from (3.8)(3.11) and Lemma 3.1 that
Rn1 =n(n&1) h2 | E(K(0)+N$(t))&2 r(t) dt | rn(t, u, v) du dv
&2n(n&1) h2 | E _ 2r(t)(K(0)+N$(t))2& dt
_| (K(u)+K(v)) rn(t, u, v) du dv
=n(n&1) h6(nh)&2 (a2 2)2 | ( f "(t))2 r(t) dt(1+o(1))
+O(n2h4(nh)&3)
=h4(a2 2)2 | ( f "(t))2 r(t) dt+o(h4).
Similarly we have Rn2=o(h4). Lemma 3.3 is proved.
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Denote
7=(_ij), 7&1=(_ij), 7n=(_nij), 7&1n =(_
ij
n).
Lemma 3.4. Under Conditions (C1)(C5), we have for 1i, jp
E(_nij&_ ij)2Cn&1, (3.12)
E(_ ijn&_
ij)2Cn&1. (3.13)
Proof. We have the decomposition
7n&7 = \1n (X&M ){ (X&M )&7+
&
1
n
(X&M ){ (Wn+W {n&W
{
n Wn)(X&M )
+
1
n
(X&M ){ (I&Wn){ (I&Wn) M
+
1
n
M {(I&Wn){ (I&Wn)(X&M )
+
1
n
M {(I&Wn){ (I&Wn) M
] :
5
k=1
Rk .
Let Rkij denote the (i, j) th entry of Rk , 1k5. Obviously ER2kijCn
&1
holds for k=1 and, via (3.3) of Lemma 3.2 and Lemma 3.3, for k=2
and 5, respectively. Write
R6=
1
n
M {((I&Wn){ (I&Wn))2 M.
It is easy to see that 2I>(I&Wn)(I&Wn){>0 and hence 2R5&R6>0 for
all large n. Thus, denoting Mnkj as the (k, j) th entry of (I&Wn){ (I&Wn) M,
ER23ij =n
&2 :
n
k=1
E(M 2nkjE($
2
ki | Tk))
Cn&2E \ :
n
k=1
M 2nkj+=Cn&1ER6 jj
Cn&1(ER26 jj)
122n&1C(ER25 jj)
12Cn&32. (3.14)
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Similarly, (3.14) holds for k=4. Inequality (3.12) then follows. As for
(3.13), we have for 1i, jp
_ijn&_
ij= :
p
k=1
:
p
s=1
[(_ isn &_
is)(_sk&_nsk) _kj+_is(_sk&_nsk) _kj].
Hence by (3.12) and the Cauchy inequality,
max
1i, jp
E(_ ijn&_
ij)2Cn&1 max
1i, jp
E(_ ijn&_
ij)2+Cn&1,
implying (3.13).
Lemma 3.5. Let Z be a variable. EZ2<. Then for any x # R1
|E8(x+Z )&8(x)&,(x) EZ|CEZ2.
Proof. This follows immediately from the Taylor expansion on 8.
Now we are ready to prove the theorems. We only prove Theorem 2.1
here. Similar arguments along with the well-known delta method can
be applied to prove Theorem 2.2, though the details are much more
technically involved. See Hong and Cheng [13] if interested.
First consider (2.1). Let ==(=1 , ..., =n){. Then we have decomposition
- n :{(; n&;&Bn) =
1
- n
:{7&1n X
{(I&Wn){ (I&Wn) =
+
1
- n
:{(7&1n &7
&1) X {(I&Wn){ (I&Wn) G
+
1
- n
:{7&1(X&M ){ (I&Wn){ (I&Wn) G
] %n+’n+{n . (3.15)
Let P* and E* denote the conditional probability and expectation given
[(Xk , Tk), 1kn], respectively. Without loss of generality, assume _2=1
and :{7&1:=1. We have by (3.15) and Lemma 3.5 that
sup
x
|P[- n :{(; n&;&Bn)<x]&8(x)|
sup
x
|E(P*[%n<x&{n&’n]&8(x&{n&’n))|
+sup
x
|E8(x&{n&’n)&8(x)|
E(sup
x
|P*[%n<x]&8(x)| )
+C( |E{n |+E |’n | )+C(E’2n+E{
2
n). (3.16)
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Write
Hn=
1
n
(X&M ){ (I&Wn){ (I&Wn) G.
Then we have EHn=0 and, as R3 in the proof of Lemma 3.4, E &Hn&2
Cn&32. Thus
E{n=0 and E{2nCn
&12. (3.17)
Note that
’n=- n :{(7&1n &7&1)(Hn+7Bn),
and that by Lemma 3.3
E &Bn &2Ch8. (3.18)
Hence we get by Lemma 3.4
E’2nC(n
&32+h8)=o(n&1), (3.19)
which, together with (3.16) and (3.17), indicates that (2.1) will follow from
E(sup
x
|P*[%n<x]&8(x)| )Cn&12. (3.20)
To verify (3.20), write
%n=
1
- n
:
n
k=1
%nk=k , vn =
1
n
:
n
k=1
%2nk ,
% n= :
n
k=1
%nk=k - nvn , Ln=E |=1| 2 :
n
k=1
|%nk |3(nvn)32.
From now on let i represent - &1. For given [(Xk , Tk), 1kn], %nk=k ,
1kn, re conditionally independent. Also E*(%nk=k)=%nk E=k=0 and
E* |%nk=k | m=|%nk |m E |=1| m, for m=2, 3 and 1kn. Hence it follows
from BerryEsseen inequality (Chung [4, Lemma 5, p. 210]) that for
|t|(4Ln)&1
|E* exp[it% n]&exp[&t22] |16Ln |t|3 exp[&t23]
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which, combined with the inequality |ex&1||x| e |x|, shows that for
|t|(4Ln)&1 v&12n
|E* exp[it%n]&exp[&t22]|
 |E* exp[i(v12n t) % n]&exp[&(v
12
n t)
22]|
+exp[&t22] |exp[&(vn&1) t22]&1|
Cn&32 \ :
n
k=1
|%nk |3+ |t|3 exp[&vn t23]
+Ct2 |vn&1| exp[&(1&|vn&1|) t22]. (3.21)
Let S=[| : |vn(|)&1|14]. Note that on the set S, 1&|vn&1|34
and vn34, we obtain from (3.21) and BerryEsseen inequality (Chung
[4, Lemma 2, p. 208]) that
sup
x
|P*[%n<x]&8(x)| I(s)
C {||t| (4Ln)&1 vn&12 |t|
&1 |E* exp[it%n]
&exp[&t22]| dt+Ln v12n = I(S)
Cn&32 :
n
k=1
|%nk | 3+C |vn&1|.
Consequently, denoting A=[| : max1i, jp |_ ijn(|)&_
ij|1],
E(sup
x
|P*[%n<x]&8(x)| )
E(sup
x
|P*[%n<x]&8(x)| I(AS))+2P [Ac _ S c]
Cn&32 :
n
k=1
E( |%nk |3 I(A))+CE( |vn&1| I(A))
+2P[Ac]+4P[AS c].
We have that P[Ac]Cn&12 via Lemma 3.4 and that P[AS c]
4E( |vn&1| I(A)). Therefore (3.20) follows from the two inequalities
E |%nk |4 I(A)C, for 1kn, (3.22)
E( |vn&1| I(A))Cn&12. (3.23)
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Inequality (3.22) follows immediately from E &X1&4C via Condition (C4)
and the definition of A. Write Sn=Wn+W {n&W
{
nWn and denote
D =
1
n
(X&M){ Sn(X&M )&
1
n
(X&M ){ S 2n(X&M )
+
1
n
M {(I&Wn){ (I&Wn) M
&
1
n
M {((I&Wn){ (I&Wn))2 M
+
2
n
(X&M ){ Sn(I&Wn){ (I&Wn) M
] :
5
k=1
Dk .
Then (recall that we have assumed :{7&1:=1)
vn&1=:{(7&1n &7
&1) :&:{7&1n D7
&1
n :.
Hence by Lemma 3.4 and the definition of A, (3.23) will follows if we prove
that for 1k5
E |Dkij |Cn&12, 1i, jp, (3.24)
where Dkij is the (i, j) th entry of Dk . We have already showed in the proof
of Lemma 3.4 that (3.24) holds for k=1, 3, 4. Also, it is clear from (3.2) of
Lemma 3.2 that
E |D2ij |=n&1 :
n
k=1
E |UnkiUnkj |C(nh)&1n&12,
where Unki is the (k, i) th entry of Sn(X&M ). Finally,
E |D5ij |2(E |D2ii | E |D4 jj | )12Cn&12.
Inequality (2.1) is then proved.
Now we prove (2.2). By (3.17)(3.20) and Lemma 3.5, the left hand side
of (2.2) is less than or equal to
E(sup
x
|P*[%n<x]&8(x)| )
+sup
x
|E8(x&{n&’n&- n :{Bn)&8(x)+,(x) :{B - n h4|
Cn&12+C - n &EBn&Bh4&+cnh8.
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As Lemma 3.3, we have EBn=Bh4(1+o(1)). This establishes (2.2). The
proof of Theorem 2.1 is complete.
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